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INTRODUCTION 
THIS STUDY is motivated by the foIlowing problem, a case of which was formulated by 
Bott in [l]. Suppose Pn,k is the truncated complex projective space; i.e., P,,l, is the space 
PJPM obtained from the complex projective n-space P, by pinching Pn+ to a point. It is 
known that there is a mapping ([l], pj, or $4 below) 
h n.k - . pn.k -*fi%l,kT 
where S20,+,,, is the loopspace of the complex Stiefel manifold of orthonormal k-frames in 
n-space such that the induced homomorphism (h&* of the integral homology groups 
H&P,,, ; Z) into the singular Pontryagin algebra H,(C?O,+,,k ; Z) extends uniquely to an 
isomorphism, 
(h,,,),, : P[HdP”,k : z)l -) H,@“,+ 1.k ; z), 
of algebras, where P[H*(P,,,, ; Z)] is the polynomial algebra generated by H,(P,,k ; Z). 
Does there exist a construction, similar to James’ reduced product [7], which yields 
QO,+r,k when appiied to P,,,? (Bott, in [l], asked the question for the case when k = n, in 
which case P,,I; = P..) 
The first case of the problem is when k = 2. After some experimentation, we became 
aware that P,,2 by itself does not determine RO,,,,,; something else in addition is necessary. 
In seeking to express atisfactorily the additional condition, we arrived at the concept of a 
relation. If X is a special complex, i.e., a countable CW-complex with a single O-cell x0, 
then we think of the two-fold reduced product X, [7] as a free relation on X. An arbitrary 
relation M?(X) on X is just a special complex M2(X) containing X, as a subcomplex. In 
$2 we show how X. together with a relation Mz(X), generates auniversal associative H-space 
M(X) in which X satisfies the given relation M,(X). If _Vz(X) = X2, it turns out that M(X) 
is X,, the reduced product complex of James [7]. 
In order to apply these results to solve the problem of Bott for the case of k = 2, we 
define in $3 a homoiogy-commutative relation M,(X) on X to be one for which the embedding 
of X in M2(X) induces an isomorphism of the two-fold symmetric product of H,(X; Z) 
with H,(M,(X) ; Z). In $3 we study homology-commutative r lations on complex X of the 
t This paper was written while the author was supported in part by NSF Grant 23849. 
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form S” u E’“. We show that if M2(X) is a homology-commutative r lation on X, then 
the associative H-complex M(X) generated by X mod M,(X) bears the same relation to X 
as PA,z does to QO,,,,,; i.e., the Pontryagin algebra H,(M(X) ; 2) is equal to the poly- 
nomial algebra P[H,(X ; Z)]. We show also the converse under suitable restrictions and 
give, in general, a classification for the complexes M(X) generated by homology-com- 
mutative relations. These results are applied in $4 to settle the problem of Bott for case 
k = 2. We also discuss the corresponding quatemionic case. We do not know how to 
handle the real case yet. As to the general problem of Bott when k is not necessarily 2, we 
feel, on the little evidence we have, that a construction that takes care of more than one 
relation is necessary. 
$1. PRELlrmNARmS 
Following James we call a CW-complex X special if it is countable and has a single O-cell 
x0. Assume that X is special, and let x0 be the basepoint of X. As usual, denote the sum 
X x {x0) u (x0) x X by X v X. We shall also denote the two-fold reduced product of 
X by X, [7]. Recall that X2 can be constructed by attaching the complex X x X to X by the 
folding map? of X v X onto X. X, is a special complex. 
DEFINITION (1.1). A relation on X is u triple (X, 0, Y) where Y is a special complex which 
contains X, as a subcomplex and q is the canonical map of X x X onto X2 followed by the 
imbedding of X2 into Y. 
DEFINITION (1.2). R mapping of the relaiion (X’, g’, Y’) on X’ into the relation (X”, q”, YW) 
on X” is a pair (f g) where f and g are mappings of x’ into X” and Y’ &to Y”, respectively. 
f and g are required to preserve basepoints and to render the following diagram commutative: 
X’ x XL Y’ 
IX/ 1 e 
9” I 
X” t( xv-Y". 
Two mappings f and g of (X’, q’, Y’) into (X”, q”, Y”) are said to be homotopic ifand only 
ifthere is a one-parameterfamily Ft of mappings of (X’, q’, Y‘) into (X”, q”, Y*) such that 
Fo-f and FI =g. 
Examples (1.3). (a) Suppose X is a special complex, and let Y be the two-fold reduced 
product X,. For r~ we take the canonical mapping of X x X onto X2. Then (X. r~, X,) is a 
relation on X. It plays the role of a free relation in what follows. 
(b) Consider the two-foid reduced product X, of the special complex X,. Attach to X, 
the space (X x x) x 1, where I is the unit interval [O,l], by means of the map 
y:(XvX)xIu(XxX)xf+X2 
(1 is the boundary of I), which is defined as follows: 
Y((X, x0), t) = Y(f30, x), fi = x7 
t AU maps or mappings an tacitly assumed to be continuous. 
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for ((x, x0), t) and (:(x0, x), t) in (X .r’ X) x I, and 
r(ix, L’:, 0) = tl(x, Y), 
Y((x, Y), 1) = V(Y* x)9 
for ((x, y), 0) in X x X x (0) and ((x, y), 1) in X x .I’ x (11, respectively. We shall call 
this the free homotopy-commutative relation on A’. 
(c) Let X be the space obtained from complex (n + 2)projective space _P,,+2 by 
collapsing the subspace P, to a point ; i.e., X 5: P,+ z /Pn. In $4 below we shall-study relations 
Y on X with the following property: the natural mapping 
induces an isomorphism 
q:XxX+Y 
q* : H,(X x X)/D- H,(Y), 
where the homology groups are taken with integral coefficients and D is the submodule of 
H,(X x X) generated by the elements of the form crx - x, where tr is the homomorphism of 
H,(X x X) induced by interchanging the factors of X x X. We shall call these homology- 
commutative relations. 
$2. REDUCED PRODUCT CONSTRUCTIONS MODULO RELATIONS 
Suppose (A’, x0) is a special complex with basepoint x0. Let (A’, q, Y) be a relation on X 
in the sense of (1.1). Put MO(X) = x0, M,(X) = X,.Mz(X) = Y and qz = q, and define 
q’* to be the map of MO(X) x M,(X) into M,(X) which takes the element (x0, x) to x. 
Now the folding map M,(X) v M,(X) + M,(X)and the multiplication map q2’: M,(X) 
x M&Yj + M,(X), given by the relation, agree on their common domain, 
(M,(X) v M,(X)) n (M,(X) x M,(X)) = M,(X) v M,(X), 
and thus define a mapping 
r2 : (M,(X) v M,(X)) ” @f,(X) x M,(X)) --, M&v 
Note that r, extends the folding and mulziphcation mappings. By definition, let 
(2*1)2 L-MAX), MIO-)I = MAX? u,, (M,W x Jo,), 
where M,(X) x M,(X) is attached to M,(X) by means of r,. Since M,(X) and M,(X) are 
special complexes, it follows that MI(X) x Mt(X) is also a special complex. Note that the 
attaching map r, is cellular. Hence, by [14, @I, we see that [M,(X), MI(X)] is a CW- 
complex. Since it IS obviously countable with a single O-cell x0, it is also a special complex. 
Similarly, we get a mapping 
% : (~f,G=J v M2W)) u W’,(X) x M,(X)) -+ M,(X), 
defined by the folding and multiplication mappings. Let 
(2.2), [MI(X), M2Wl = Ma7 ~,,@w9 x M2@7), 
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where M,(X) x M2(X) is attached to M,(X) by the map s2. Again [MI(X), M,(X)] is a 
special complex with .Y,, as its single O-cell, 
Consider next the mappings 
f 3 (1 ” rl2) : M*(X) ” (Ml(X) x M,(X)) + i~f2(X), 
?2 o (1 x f) : M,(-v x (M,(X) ” ~,(-u~ --f M,(X), 
$2 0 (1 x v2) : of, x !~~,(X) x M,(X)) + M2G), 
where f is the folding map. These maps agree when their domains of definition have 
something in common and thus induce a mapping 
r2 : (MAX) ” W,(X) x M,(X))) u (WX) x (M,(X) ” ~WX))) 
u (M,(X) x (M,(X) x kf,(x)j) -t M2(X). 
By definition, let 
(W2 EMk(X), MI(X), iM,(X)I = ~~~2!W Ut, (IMI(X) X MI(X) X M,(X)). 
Observe that [M,(X), M,(X), M,(X)] is a special complex and that it imbeds in [M2(X), 
M,(X)] and [M,(X), M2(X)] as a subcomplex, the imbeddings being induced by q2 x 1 and 
1 x v2* 
Now, by definition, we let 
(2.4~ M,(X) = EM2W ~~,WJI u’ lI?f,m, ~M2Gm 
where [M,(X), M,(X)] and [M,(X), M,(X)] are joined along their common subcomplex 
[M,(x), M,(X), M,(X)]. W(X) is a special complex with the single O-ceil x0. 
Note that we have the following cellular mappings: 
i 
cps : M,(X) + M3(.0, 
(23, v3 : M2(W x am, -, M,(X), 
\a;: M,(X) x M2(X) + M,(X). 
They extend the corresponding folding mappings and satisfy the following conditions: 
43 is an imbedding. 
rI3IM,(X) x J~f,(X) = 42 9 
(243 
L 
rl; 1 M*(X) x M,(X) = a; 9 
q; lM,(X) x MI(X) - ?2. 
Suppose that by induction we have constructed a sequence of special complexes 
M,(X), .*., M,(X) and cellular mappings +,,,, q,,,, and $, for 1 2 m < k, where 
4, : Mm- l(X) + JW,(-n 
whn rj, : Mm_ l(X) x M,W) + MA-U, 
&: Mm_ 2(X, x M,(X) + M,,(X). 
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Assume that these mappings are such that Q,, and n& extend the corresponding folding 
mappings and that 
1 
$I,,, is an imbedding, 
%nWn-z(X) x M,(X) = fl,-1 9 
CW, 
rl:I~,-3w> x M2Go = k-1 9 
r16lM*-2W x M,(X) = %7-l * 
We wish to extend this construction one step further. So observe that the folding mapping 
M,(X) v MI(X) -P M,(X) and the mapping qn : Mk_-f(X) x M,(X) + M,(X) agree on their 
common domain, since qk extends the folding map by the induction hypothesis. Hence 
they induce a cellular map 
By definition, 
(2-l), [hlk(x)v M,(X)l = Mk(X) u,,‘ (MkiX’) x M,cX)). 
Moreover, by (2.6), the folding mapping Mk-I(x) v M,(x) -) M,(x), together with the 
mappings qk and q’k, defines a cellular map 
sk : (“k-lfX) ‘4 M,(X’)) u (Mk- ,(x) x M,(X)) u (“k-Z(X) x M*(X)) -+ ML(X). 
By definition, let 
(=)k C”k--f(X)t M,(X)l = Mk(X) us, (~k--dx) x M,tX))* 
Consider now the mappings: 
j” (l v q2) : Mk(X) ” (M,(X) x M,(X)) -+ Mktx), 
‘lk 0 (1 x.f) : M,-,(X) x @J,(X) v M,(X)) + M,(X), and 
tl’k o (1 x ??d : Mk-2(x) x &c-v X Ml(x) 3 hfk(xh 
wherefis the appropriate folding map. By (2.6),, these mappings agree when their domains 
of definition have something in common and thus induce a mapping 
?k : (Mk(x) v (M,(X) x M,(X))) u @k-l(X) x (Jv,@) ” MI@%) 
LJ (Mk-Z(X) x M,(X) x M,(X)) + M,(X). 
Define 
(2*3)k CMk-,(Xh M,(X)~ M,(X)I = Mk(X) ut, (M,--,(X) x M,(X) x j”,(x’)). 
Observe that [Mk_I(X), ~kf~(-t’), M,(X)], [hfk(x), M,(X)], and [M,_,(X), M,(X)] are all spe- 
cial complexes and that [Mk_l(X), M,(X), M,(X)] is a subcomplex of both [M,(X), M,(X)] 
and [k&_,(x), M,(X)]. By definition, 
(24+1 hfk+ dx> = C”k(X), M,(X)] u CMk- dx), Mz(X)l, 
where [“k(x)2 Jfl(.Vl and f”k-dx), MAX)1 are joined along the subcomplex [Mk_ ,(x), 
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Ml(X), Ml(X)]. Notice that Mk+i(X) is a special complex which contains M,(X) as a 
subcomplex. Let 
(2.5)L+I 
be the natural mappings. 
4 k+ 1 : Mk(x) -, Mk+,(x), 
qkil : M,(X) x M,(X) + Mk+i(X), and 
q;+ 1 : Mk- ,(x) x M,(X) --, Mk+ 1(X) 
They are all cellular. It is easy to check that the induction 
hypothesis and the construction of Mk+i(X) imply that 
+k+ i is an imbedding, 
W)k+ I 
qk+ll”k-ltx) x Ml(X) = tlk 5 
rtk+liMk-l(x) x M2(X) = vi, and 
‘I;+l!“k-l(X) x Ml(X) = Itk* 
This carries the construction one step further, as desired. By definition, let 
M(X) = lim M,(X). 
k 
Note that A4(X) is a special complex. Before stating the basic properties of M(X), we need 
the following concept. 
DEFINITION (2.7). Suppose A is a special complex, and let a, be its single O-cell. A is 
said to be an H-complex if and only if there is a cellular mapping 
a : A x A-r.A, 
such that a(x, a,,) = a@,, x) = x, for all x in A. a, is called the identity in A. 
If A and B are two H-compiexes, then A and B are said to be homotopically equivalent 
ifand only if there is a homomorphism 4 of A into B which is at the same time a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Notice that the mappings &, of (2.5), enable us to define a mapping 
(2.8) a2 : M(X) x M2(X) + &f(X), 
which extends the folding map M(X) v M2(X) + M(X). 
THEOREM (2.9). The mapping a2 qf (2.8) extends in a natural way to a mapping 
a : M(X) x M(X) + M(X), 
which makes M(X) an associative H-complex. 
M(X) will be called the associative H-complex generated by X mod the relation M2(X). 
The construction of M(X) is certainly functorial with respect to maps of relations as in 
Definition (1.2). Moreover, homotopic relations yield homotopically equivalent H- 
complexes. 
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THEOREM (2.18). Suppose that g is Q continuous mapptig of X into an associative H- 
space R. Assume that M2(X) is a relation on X, and suppose that g extenris to a mapping 
g2 of M,(X) into R, such that the diagram 
Ml(X) >r’ M,(X) 
I 
rll \,+I 
a2 L 
M*(X) - 12 
is commutative. Then there isaunique homomorphismg, ofM(X) in Clsuch thatg, jM,(.X)= g2. 
Moreover, if Cl is an H-complex andg, is celhdar, then go9 is also cellular. 
An immediate corollary of Theorem (2.10) is 
COROLLARY i2.11). M(X) is the unique H-complex satzkfying the universal property of 
Theorem (2.10). 
The proofs of Theorems (2.9) and (2.10) will be given in $5 below. 
Suppose now that the relation M,(X) is the free one; i.e., M2(X) = X,, where X, is the 
two-fold reduced product of X. It is not hard to check that in this case Mk(X) is the k-fold 
reduced product of lames [7]. Hence, we conclude 
THEOREM (2.12). If the relation M,(X) is X,, the free one, then M(X) is just X,, the 
reduced product of James [7 1. 
Another relation of interest is the free homotopy-commutative one of Example (1.3) 
given above. The generated complex M(X) is associative but not necessarily homotopy- 
commutative, although any number of copies of X in M(X) homotopy commute; i.e., if 
the n-fold Cartesian product of X nith itself is mapped in M(X) by multiplying the co- 
ordinates in M(X), then this map is homotopic to any other map obtainable from it by a 
permutation of the factors. We shall take up the study of this example in a future article. 
$3. HOMOLOGY-COMMUTATIVJZ N-SPACES 
Suppose that R is an H-space, Then the multiplication a : f2 x R + f2, which defines the 
H-structure on R, induces a homomorphism, 
a* : H*(Q ; 2) x H,(Q ; Z) + H&2 ; Z), 
of graded modules, where H,(R ; 2) is the direct sum c &(R ; 2) of the singular homology 
groups with integral coefficients. Thus a, turns HJQ’; 2) mto a graded algebra. It is the 
so-called Pontryagin algebra of R. 
Consider now the following problems: 
Problem 1. Suppose that X is a special complex whose integral homology groups 
H&Z ; Z) are free, and assume that A[H,(X ; Z)] is an associative algebra generated by 
H,(X ; Z). Does there exist an associative H-space Qx (and if it does, is it unique?) subject 
to the following condition : 
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(3.1). There is a mappingfof Xin Rx such that the induced homomorphismf, of H,(X ; Z) 
into H*(Qr ; Z), the singular Pontryagin algebra of Q,, is a monomorphism which extends 
uniquely to an isomorphism 
f** : &H*(X ; a1 + H*(Qx ; z> 
of algebras ?
It is not hard to see that the problem does not always have a positive solution. For 
example, if X is the odd-dimensional sphere SZm+ l, with m 14, and if A[H,(X, Z)] is the 
exterior algebra E[H,(X, Z)] generated by H*(X, Z), then the existence of an M(X) satis- 
fying (3.1) would imply that S2m+1 was an H-space, since in this case X and M(X) would 
be of the same homotopy-type.? 
If A[H,(X, Z)] is the tensor algebra q&(X, Z)] generated by X, then, by a result of 
Bott and Samelson [3], the problem is answered by taking for M(X) the unique H-complex 
generated by X module the free relation X2. (X2 is the two-fold reduced product, and M(X) 
is X,, the reduced product complex of James. See Theorem (2.12) of the previous section.) 
This suggests the following variation of Problem 1. 
Problem 1’. Suppose X is a special complex such that the integral homology groups 
H*(X, Z) are free. When does there exist a relation M;(X) on X (in the sense of Definition 
(1.1)) such that the associative H-complex M(X) generated by X modulo the relation 
M,(X) (see 82) satisfies (3. l)? 
Problem 1’ is the more interesting of the two in as much as it implies Problem I, and 
an answer of the type indicated in Problem 1’ has definite advantages: (a) M(X) is a CW- 
complex and (b) the manner in which M(X) is put together out of X is explicitly given. Facts 
of this sort are useful in the study of relations between X and M(X), as was shown by 
James’ use of the reduced product X, in the study of the homotopy groups of spheres 
[8,12]. These considerations justify the following problem, which is our version of the prob- 
lem posed by Bott in [l, p. 31. 
Problem 2. Suppose X is a special complex whose integral homology ti,(X ; Z) is 
free. Suppose also that A[H,(X; Z)] is an associative algebra generated by H,(X; Z). 
Assume that Rx is an associative H-space satisfying (3.1) above, and letfbe the given map 
of X into Rx. Does there exist a relation M,(X) on X such that: 
(1) f extends to a homomorphism f a : M(X) + S2,, where M(X) is the H-complex 
generated by X mod M,(X); and 
(2) f, is a weak homotopy equivalence ? 
An important case of the preceding problem is when H,(X ; Z) has no nontrivial 
elements of odd degree and A[H,(X; 2) is the polynomial algebra generated by H,(X ; Z). 
We shall study this case in what follows. For convenience we shall first recast (3.1) to 
suit tti?is pecial case. 
t By Adams’ result (On the non-existence of lements of Hopf invariant one, Ann. Math., Princeton 72 
(1960). 20-104) S1, ST, and S7 ate the only spheres that can be &spaces. 
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DEFINITIONS (3.2). Suppose X is a special complex, and assume that HJX; 2) has NO 
nontrivial elements of oad &gree. Suppose also that 0, is an associative H-space. We shall 
say that X is a generating complex for fix andf, the generating map, if and only if there is a 
mapping f of X into 0, such that 
(1) f,, is a monomorphism of H,(X ; 2) into the singular Pontryagin algebra H*(S& ; Z), 
and 
(2) f* extends to an isomorphism fea : P[H,(X : Z)] + H*(Q, ; Z) of algebras, where 
P[H,(X; Z)] is the polynomial algebra generated by H,(X; 2). 
(3.2a). Assume X is a generating complex for the associative H-spaces @j’ and nk2’, 
and let f”’ andf (2) be the corresponding generating maps. LIP’ and Q($) are said to be 
equivalent f and only zf there is an associative H-space S2, generated by X with generating 
map f and homomorphisms y(l) and y”’ of C&l) and ais’, respectively, into 0, such that 
for i= 1,2 
(1) yti) of”’ =f, and 
(2) y”’ is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Assume now that X is the cell complex SZm v E2”, with m < n. Then H,(X; Z) is 
isomorphic to Z in dimensions 0,2m and 2n and is zero otherwise. Let x,,, and x, be the 
generators of H,,(X ; Z) and H,,(X ; Z), respectively. Recall that H*(X, ; Z), the integral 
homology of the two-fold reduced product X,, can be written in the form 
H*(X ; 2) + 33*(X ; Z) 63 W*(X ; ?I. 
where R,(X ; Z) is the submodule of H*( X ; Z) consisting of the elements of positive degree. 
Denote the image of xu @ x4 in H*(X, ; Z) by x+Y~. 
DEFINITION (3.3). A homology-commutative relation M,(X) on X is a relation on X 
in the sense of $2 such that the canonical mapping of X2 in M,(X) induces an isomorphism of 
H*(X, ; Z)/D with H,,(Mj(X) ; Z), where D is the submodule of H*(X, ; Z) generated by 
(XIV% - ~“GJ 
Our first result is 
THEOREM (3.4). Suppose that M,(X) is a homology-commutative. relation on X = S”” 
u E2n, with m < n, and let M(X) be the associative complex generated by X mod M2(X). 
Then the canonical imbedding 9 of X in M(X) induces an rsomorphism 
4 ** : P[H,(X ; ‘Z)] -+ H&M(X) ; Z) 
of algebras. Here P[H,(X; Z)] is the polynomial alqebra generated by H,(X ; Z). 
Let g be a map of S’(“‘+“) into X2 which realizes (x&” - x,x,,,); i.e., the induced homo- 
morphism g* of H&S 2(m+n) ; Z) into HJX, ; Z) takes a generator u of H*(S2(m+n) ; Z) 
onto (x,x, - x,x,,,). It is not hard to see that the complex 
M2(X) = .X2 v, E2(m+n)+1, 
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formed by attaching the cell E2(m+n)+1 to X2 with g, is a homology-commutative r lation 
on X. The converse is also true, as the following theorem states. 
THEOREM (3.5). Suppose X is the complex S2” u E2”, with m < n. Then X admits 
homology-commutative relations if and only if the element (x,x, - x,x,) of H2Cm+Rj(X2 ; 2)
is spherical. The homology-commutative relations M2(X) on X are exactIy the complexes 
X2 vg Ef(m+n)+ 1, 
formed by attaching the cell E 2(mn+n)f1 to X2 by means of the maps g of S’@‘+“’ into X2 which 
realize the element (x,x, - x,,x,,J of H,,,+,,(X, ; 2). 
The following is an immediate consequence of the theorem: 
COROLLARY (3.6). The set of homology-commutative relations M,(X) on X is in one-to- 
one correspondence with the set q%-‘(x,,,x,, - x,,x,,J, where 4 is the Hurewicz homomorphism 
of~~(~+~)(X2) in H2(nr+nj(XZ ; 9. 
If two relations M,(X) and M;(X) are homotopic, then the H-complexes M(X) and 
M’(X) determined by these relations are also homotopic. But we do not know if the 
converse is true also. The next theorem is a result in this direction. 
THEOREM (3.7). Suppose h4JX) and M2(x)) are two homology-commutative relations 
on the complex S’” v E’“, with m c n. Let t and t’ be the two elements of 4-‘(x,,,x,, -_x,,xd 
which correspond to M2(X) and M;(X), respectively. Then the H-complexes M(X) and 
M’(X) generated by Xmod M,(X) and M;(X), respectively, are equivalent in the sense of 
(3.2) above if and onIy if i*(t) = i,,(t’), where i, D the homomorphism of ~z~(~.+~)(X.J into 
x,,+,,(X,) induced by the natural imbedding i of the two-fold reduced product X2 in the 
reduced product complex X,. 
The preceding results have something to do with Problem 1’ in one form or another. 
Our next resuIt is related to Problem 2. 
THEOREM (3.8). Suppose X is the cell complex S2” v E2’, and assume that n < 2m. 
Suppose also that X is a generating complex for the associative H-space Q and let f be the 
generatilig map (see (3.2) above). Then there is homology-commutative relation M,(X) and u 
homomorphism f, of M(X), the associative H-complex generated by X mod M2(X), into R 
such that f, extends f and is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
The proofs of these theorems will be given in later sections. 
@. EXAMPLES, APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
In this section we show how to apply the results of the previous section to the loopspaces 
of the complex and quatemionic Stiefel manifolds of orthonormal two-frames. First, 
we need recall that these spaces have generating complexes. So suppose that K is either 
the complex or the quatemionic field, and let K” be the vector-space of n-tuples over K. 
Assume that K” has the usual inner product, and denote by On the group of linear trans- 
formations of K” which leave this inner product invariant. Thus 0, is the unitary group 
in the complex case and the symplectic group in the quaternionic case. Consider the map 
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of Oi x 0, into O,,/Or which takes the element (a, 8) of O1 x 0, to the image of /IaS-’ 
in O,/O1. Clearly it induces a mapping 
/” : 0, x 0,/o;_, -, 0,/o,, 
where O:_, is the subgroup of 0, leaving the basic vector (1, 0, . . ., 0) ixlvariant. Let us 
consider 0, acting on O1 x 0,/O:_, in the following fashion: If x is in 01, then x is to take 
the element (a, 8) of 0, x O,,jO’,,_l to @-‘ax, E), where E is the image of Bx in 0,/O:_,. 
Denote the quotient space of 0, x O,iO;_ I, by this action of Or, by LAel. Notice that 
G-1 contains the sum 0, v (0,/O, x 0:-r). Moreover, f. factors through Li_, and 
takes the subset Or v (OjO, x O;_,) to the point in 0,/O, corresponding to Or. Let 
L n_l be the quotient space L&,/(0, v (O,/(O, x O;_,))), i.e., the space obtained from 
G-1 by pinching the subspace 0, v (O./O, x O&,) to a point. L,_: is the truncated 
quasi-projective space Qn,n_2, which James defined in [9]. In the complex case LB_, is just 
the suspension of the projective space P,_l. Thus we have a mapping 
(4.1) I- *L Jn* n-l --) 0,101. 
The maps f, and f, of (4.1) are consistent with the imbedding of 0,/O, in 0,/O, , and 
therefore induce a mapping 
(4.2) h;: L,_l/L,,,_l+O,/O,. 
Suppose n = m + 2. Then Lm+I/L,_l is a cell complex of two cells sd(m+2)-1 u Ed(m+2)-1, 
where d is the dimension of K over the field of reals. Thus L,,,+I/Ln_l is a suspension jf
m L 1. (It is always a suspension in the complex case, since L,,, itself is a suspension.) 
Denote by X,,,,,,, the two-cell complex sd!*+1f-2 u Ed(a+2)-2, such that Lm+,/L,_l 
= S A X,,,,,,, , where S A X,,,,,,, is the suspension of X,,,,,. (Note fhat X,,,,,,, is just 
the truncated projective space P, .+ 1,2 in the case of complex numbers.) Now h’ induces 
the adjoint map 
(4.3) h, ‘: X,+ 1,~ + WO,+ 2.21, 
where R(0,+2,2) is the loopspace of the Stiefel manifold orthonormal two-frames in 
r+2. 
The following proposition is well known. (For the complex case, see [l] and [2]. 
A proof valid for both cases can be given along the lines of the proof for the real case given 
by Moore in Expose 5 of the Cartan Seminar Notes of 1959-60.) 
PROPosmON (4.4). Suppose the not&ion is as above. Then the homomorphism h,, of 
H*(Xn+,,, ; Z) into H*(Q0,,,i2,2) ; Z) is a monomorphism which extends uniquely to an 
isomorphism, 
h a** : ~C~*Gh+1,2 ; m- Jf*@(0,+*,2) ; z>, 
of algebras, where P[H,(X,+,,, ; Z)] is the polWvnomial algebra generated by rhe module 
H,(X,+,,, ; Z>. 
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Applying Theorem (3.8) of $3, we get 
hOPOSITION (4.5). suppose that &+,,, is as above. Then there is a homology-com- 
mutative relation Mz( X,,, ,2 ) (see (3.3)) on Xsuch that the mapping h,, of X,,,,,,, in n(O,+,,,) 
extends to a homomorphism h, of the H-complex A4( X,, + 1 J into Q(O, + 2 Jr which is also a 
homotopy-equivalence. 
One attractive feature of Proposition (4.5) is the special complex i14(X,,,+l,2), which is 
of the weak homotopy-type of the loopspace Q(O m+z,z). We feel that M(X,,i,,) will 
play an important role in the study of the relations between X,,,, 1,2 and R(O,+z,t), as well 
as in the study of the homotopy groups of n(O m+2,2). We hope to return to this subject on 
another occasion. 
If Kis the complex field, then, as we observed earlier, X,,,,, ,2 = Pm+,,2. If, in addition, 
m = 1, then P2,2 is just the complex projective plane Pz , and O,,2 is homeomorphic to the 
special unitary group SW,. Hence Proposition (4.5) answers the first case of the problem 
that Bott posed in [I]. In fact, more is true. Precisely, 
~OPOSITION (4.6). Consider the complex projective space Pz = Pzrz. Then the Ioopspace 
Q(O,,,) (which is equul to n(SU,), SU, being the special unitary group on three letters), 
is the unique (up to equivalence) associative H-space generated by P2 in the manner oj’(3.2). 
Proof. Denote Pz by X, and let -t-l and x2 be the generators of H.J X ; 2) in dimensions 
2 and 4. According to Theorem (3.7), it is enough to show that if t and t’ are elements of 
x6(X,) such that 
4(t) = +(t’) = (~1x2 - x2x.1) E H,(X, ; 3, 
4 being the Hurewicz homomorphism, then 
i,(r) = i*(t’), 
where i, is the homomorphism of x6(X2) into rr6(Xm) induced by the natural imbedding 
of X, in X,. 
We claim 
(4.7) n,(S A X) = z. 
Proof. Consider the homotopy exact sequence of the pair (SU, , S A X): 
b 
. . . --, ?Q(SUJ, S A X) + II,(S A X) + n,(SU,) + . . . . 
It is known that x,(SUs) = 0 [13]. A simple homological argument implies that xs(So’, , 
S A X) = 2. Hence n,(S A X) is cyclic, since it is the homomorphic image of 2. But it 
cannot be finite because it contains an element of infinite order, namely that which corres- 
ponds to the spherical element (x1x2 - x*x1) of H,(X,, ; 2) = H6(RS A X ; Z). This 
proves (4.7). 
In order to deduce Proposition (4.6) from (4.7), we consider the commutative diagram 
i. 
%(Xz) - n&X,) 
I 
4 
I 
+ 
1. 
&(X2 ; Z>- H,(X, ; Z). 
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Note that 4 maps z6(Xoo) = n,(S A X) = Z monomorphically in H,(X,), since 4 must 
take some element in rr,JX_) onto (xlxz - x2x,) in H,(X, ; Z). It is clear now that i*(t) 
= i*(t’) if t and t’ go under the Hurewicz homomorphism to (xi+ - x2x1) in H&X2 ; Zj. 
If m > 1, the truncated complex projective space P,+ I ,2 = Szm ‘u Ezm+’ may very 
well generate other associative H-spaces, in the manner of (3.2), beside Q(O,+,,,). For 
example, 
PROPOSITION (4.8). The number o,f the distinct associative H-spaces generated* in the 
sense of (3.2), by the truncated complex projective space P,,,+I ,z is equal to 2 when m = 2 and 
to 24 x 23 when m = 4. 
Proof. We shall prove the case when m = 2 only, the other being similar. So denote 
P3,r by X, and let x2 and x3 be the generators of H4(X ; 2) and &(X ; Z). Comparing the 
homology groups, we see that the natural imbedding i of the two-fold reduced product X, 
in the reduced product complex X, induces an isomorphism 
for k 2 10. Hence Theorem (3.7) implies that the set of distinct H-spaces generated by X is 
in one-to-one correspondence with the set of elements t of rri0(X2) = J&X,) = zll(S n X) 
such that 
40) = (%X3 - ~3x1) E H,o(Xz ; Z), 
4 being the Hurewicz homomorphism. Now, since m is even in this case, P,,,+l,z = X is of 
the homotopy type of 9 v s6 (this is just the statement that the fibration of the complex 
Stiefel manifold 0m+2,2 over S2m+3 admits a section when m is even [5]). Hence 
7r,l(S A X) = 7r,,(S5 v S’) = n,*(S5) + n,,(S’) + uz, 
where u is the Whitehead product of the generators of n5(S5) and x,(S’). But u is the 
suspension of the Samelson product u’ of the generators of “.JS’) and lr,(s6), and &u’) 
= ($X3 - x3x2). Hence the set of the elements t in n,,,(XJ such that 4(t) = (x2x3 - x3x2) 
is in one-to-one correspondence with x11(S5) + z,,(S’j. But, by Toda’s computations. 
n, @5)-t 7t1 i(Y) = 22 + 0. QED. 
Note that Q0,+2.2 ) is always one of the spaces generated by P,,,+l,2, and if IYI is even, 
then so is Q(S2”+’ x S2m+3 ). By [lo, Theorem (l.lg)J, if m = 2, S”“+l x S2m+3 is of the 
homotopy type of %n+2,3, and hence R(0,+2.2) and Q(S2”+’ x S2m+3) are equivalent in 
the sense of (3.2a). But if m > 2 [IO, Theorem (l.lS)], fl(O,+,,,) and Q(S2”+’ x S2m+3) 
are distinct.? 
The quaternionic case is similar. The generating complex X is the two-cell complex 
S4m+2 u E4m+6. By [9, CoroIlary (2.1 l)], X,,,,,,, is of the homotopy-type of S““‘+’ v s4m+6 
if and only if m + 2 is a positive multiple of 24. Thus in this case X,,,i. i ,2 generates n(Sti’3 
x ssm+‘) as well as fi(O,+,,,), where 0m+2,2 is the qusternionic Stiefel manifold of 
orthonormal two-frames. But, by [IO, Theorem (1.21)], there can be no homomorphism of 
Q(S4m+3 x S4n+7) into Q(O u,,_2,2) which is aiso a homotopy-equivalence unless m = 0.t 
t In fact, one needs in addition the result of Adams quoted in 53, footnote. 
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Thus in this case X,,,,, generates at least two distinct H-complexes in the manner of (3.2). 
Remarks (1). It is known that the quatemionic projective plane P2 = S4 u Es generates 
the loopspace n(SU,/Sp,), where Sp, is the symplectic group on three letters. Hence, by 
our results, C&!W,/5’p,) is of the homotopy-type of an H-complex of the reduced-product 
type, We do not know if the truncated quaternionic projective space P,,,, generates 
H-complexes as in (3.2). 
(2) Consider the complex projective plane P2 = S2 v E4. A homology-commutative 
relation on Pz can be constructed in the following fashion. S2 homotopy-commutes with 
itself in the two-fold reduced product (PJ2. That is, if f is the natural map of S2 x S2 into 
(P2)2 and T, the map of S2 x S2 into itself which interchanges the factors, then there is a 
homotopy F between f and f o T which can be chosen in many ways. A homology-com- 
mutative relation on P, can be obtained by attaching the space (S’ x P2) x Z to (.P2)2 by 
means of the map y : (S2 x P2) x i u (S2 x S2) x Z + (Pz)2, which is defined as follows : 
y((x, Y), 0) =_fb, Y), for (x, Y, 0) in S2 x P2 x 0, 
y((x, y), I) =f‘(y, x), for (x, y, 1) in S2 x P2 x 1, and 
y((x, Y), 0 = K-G Y, 0, for (x, Y, 0 in G2 x S2 x I), 
where F(x, y, t) is a homotopy betweenfandf O T. Different relations are obtained by taking 
different homotopies F. Thus, in a sense, homology-commutative relations on P2 are 
homotopycommutative. The same thing can be done for the quatemionic projective plane 
s4 u Es. But we do not know if it is possible to construct, in the same manner, homoiogy- 
commutative relations on the truncated complex projective spaces P,, 1,2, or the spaces 
X ,,,+i.2 given above. 
$5. PROOF OF THEOREMS (2.9) AND (2.10) 
We shall give the proof of Theorem (2.9) only, the other being similar. So let X be a special 
complex, and suppose that M2(X) is a relation on X. For the sake of simplicity, we shall 
write Mk for M,JX) and M for M(X), where MJ X) and M(X) are the special complexes 
defined in $2 above. We need to define a mapping 
r:MxM+M, 
which extends the folding map M v M -, M (the folding map is defined with respect o the 
basepoint xc). First we note that the mappings 
~,,,+l : M, x M, -) M,,+t 
of w),+l induce a mapping 
(541 a,:M x M,-+M, 
because of. extends qk whenever k I n. Similarly, the mappings 
t16+2 : him x M2 -+ Mm+2 
of (2.5),+2 induce a mapping 
(5.112 a,:M x M2+M. 
Note that a,lM x Ml = al, since, by W),+Z, d+21K x Ml = V,+I . 
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It is easy to see from the definition of MA+1 in (2.4),+, that the following diagram is 
commutative : 
1 xllz 
M x M, x M, -MxM2 
(5% 
! 
=,x1 
I 01 
iA4 : M 
(It + 
l--------,M 
We claim that this implies that 
LEMMA (5.3), . The diagram 
M x M, x M, x M, -MxM,xM2 
I 
lX#jZXl 
01 ‘(1 xal) I 
a2 0 (.I x 1) 
M x M, x M, - M 
is commutative. 
Proof. The composition of the maps 
Il,XlXl 
(5.41, M x M, x Ml x Ml ,MxM,xM, 
lx1 x I 111 
-MxM,-M 
is equa1 to the composition of the maps 
1X42X: q2 x 1 
M x M, x M, x Ml -MxM,xM, -M x MI--+ =I M, 
as follows easily from (5.2), . Moreover, (5.2), implies that the composition of maps in 
(5.4), is equal to the composition 
1XlXlrl a,w1 
M x Ml x MI x Ml -M x M, x M,-M x M,- ” M. 
Q.E.D. 
It is not hard to see that Lemma (5.3), implies that the maps 
a1 c (1 x a*) : M(X) x M2(X) x M,(X) + M(X), and 
a2 0 (a1 x 1) : M(X) x M,(X) x M2(X) + M(X), 
induce a mapping of 
(5.03 aj : M(X) x M3(X) -, M(X), 
such that the diagrams 
02 x 1 
M x M, x M, -MxM1 
(5.W3 
1 
:: x s.3) =* 
a3 I 
M x M, ,M and 
01 x 1 
M x M, x M, -MxM2 
1 
1 x 6.3 
I 
(I.2 
A4 x M3 bM 
(=b), 
are commutative. 
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Suppose that by induction we have been able to define a map 
(5*1)/n a, : M(X) x M,(X) + M(X), 
such that a,[lK(X) x M,,,_l(X) = a,,,_, , and the two diagrams 
urn-1x1 
M x Mm-r x M, -M x Ml 
Wa), 
I 
lXll?Il 
I 
aI 
=??I 
M x M, +M and 
Qm-_2X 1 
M x M,_, x M, -MxM, 
WW, 
are commutative, for all * s k. 
We claim 
LEMMA (S.3), . The diagram 
MxM,,,_,xM,xM, 
I 
-M x M,,, x M2 
iXtf,Xl 
*I 
az*b-IXl) 
ac*(GIxl) 
M x M, x M, M 
is commutative. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma (5.3), . The composition of the maps 
a,-lxlxl 
(5.4), M x M,_l x M, x Ml rM x Ml x M, 
#,X1 
-Mx M,“1M 
is equal to the composition of the maps 
lxqnxl E”Xl 
M x M,_l x Ml x Ml- M x M, x Ml -M x M$-+M, 
as follows from (5.2a), and (5.2), . Moreover, (5.2), implies that the composition of 
maps in (5.4), is equal to the composition of the maps 
lXlXq2 h-lx1 
M x M,,,,, x M, x Ml -M x M,,,,, x M,-M x M $-+M. 
Q:E.D. 
It can be seen now that Lemma (5.3), and (5.2), imply that the maps 
al 0 (a,,, x 1) : M(X) x M,,,(X) x M,(X>--rM(X) and 
a2 0 (a,,,_ 1 x 1) : M(X) x M,_ l(X) x M2(X)-+ M(X) 
induce a mapping 
(5&l+ 1 %+l : M(X) x K,+&W+WX), 
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such that the diagrams 
(5.2a), + 1 
Wb)m+l 
amxl 
M x M, x Ml -M x MI 
1 
1xfhVl+1 i., 
aIn*1 1 
M x M,+l------+M 
and 
a,-,x1 
M x M,_, xM2-MxM2 
1 
1 Xtf’m+t 
I 
a2 
&+I 
Mx M,,l-M 
are commutative. This proves the first part of the theorem. To prove the associativity of 
the multiplication on M, we again argue by induction. Observe first of all that by (5.2),,, 
above we can assert that the diagrams 
(5.91 
MxM 
M 
M x M 
ax1 
xM,-MxM, 
I 1 xa, I =, (I 
xM ,M 
and 
CrXl 
x ML-M x M2 
are commutative. Suppose that by induction it has been proved that 
ax1 
M x M x M,-------tM x M, 
I 
(5.5), 
1 
1 Xllm 
‘1 
=m 
d 
M x M-M 
is commutative. (5.5), implies immediately that the diagrams 
U~l~l 
M x hf x M, x M, -MxM,xM, 
I 
IX&Xl 
1 
cu~lrrm*1) 
al*(rrx 1 
MxMxM1 +M 
rrXlX1 
MxMxM,_,~M, -M x M,_l x M2 
I 
1X.X,-,X1 
I 
a2.hl-lxl) 
.~.(.Xl) 
MxMxM, *M 
and 
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are commutative. Now it can be readily seen from the definition of a,+I that 
ax1 
M x M x M,,,n+t -M x Mmcl 
I 
1 xa,+1 
I 
=*+I 
M x M-LM 
is commutative. Q.E.D. 
$4. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.4~ 
Suppose X is the two-cell complex S2* u E’“, with m c n. Let M2(X) be a homology- 
commutative relation on X, and denote the canonical map of X2 in M,(X) by q2. Observe 
that q2 induces in the limit a map 
where X, is the reduced product of X, and M(X) is the H-complex generated by Xmod 
M,(X). We wish to compute the integral Pontryagin algebra H,(M(X)). (For simplicity of 
notation we shall write H,,(Y) for the integral homology of the complex Y and not exhibit 
the domain.) 
Consider now X,, the k-fold reduced product of X. The integral homology groups 
H,(X,) can be written in the following fashion: 
(6.1) H*(X,) = H*(X) + R*(X) 8 R*(X) + . . . + R,(X) @ ..I ‘8 R*(X), 
where R,(X) are the reduced homology groups of X with integral coefficients. Suppose 9, 
is the symmetric group on j letters, and let the product n Yj act on H*(X,) by making 
9, act on thejth summand of the decomposition in (ti.l;?y permuting the factors. In the 
limit this induces an action of n 9j on H*(X,). Thus n 9, acts on the k-fold tensor 
product R,(X) @ . . . @ R,(X) as’the full symmetric group An k letters. 
To prove Theorem (3.4) it is clearly enough to show that tf induces an epimorphism 
V* : H*(XaJ + ~*WGm 
such that ker q* is the submodule of H*(X,) generated by all elements of the form (au - u), 
where d ranges over all permutations of the factors in the manner described above. It 
suffices to prove that 
maps H*(M,(X)) isomorphically onto the full symmetric subspace of H*(X,). (The action 
of the symmetric groups is induced by permuting the factors of X,. It can be described on 
the cohomology groups in the same manner as on the homology groups: write 
H*(X,) = H*(X) -I- . . . + R*(x) @ . . . @J H*(x), 
where R*(X) is the reduced cohomology of X with integral coefficients. Then the symmetric 
groups permute the factors of each summand.) 
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The proof proceeds by induction. When k = 2, the fact that Mz(X) is homology-corn” 
mutative implies that 
(6.2)~ 4): : H*(M&Y)j + H*(X) 
is an epimorphism and 
(6Ja)z ?j: : H *(M,(x)) 4 Hh(X,) 
is an isomorphism on the full symmetric subspace. 
Suppose that by induction we have been able to prove that 
(6.2)~ s: : wwm) + H*(%- ,(-Q) 
is an epimorphism and 
(6Ja)l, rj: : H*(M,(X)) -+ H*(X,) 
is an isomorphism of H*(M,(X)) onto the full symmetric subspace of H*(X,). We wish 
to prove these assertions for k + 1. 
If A is a subspace of X, we denote by X/A the space obtained from X by pinching A to 
a point. Write Mk for M,(X), and observe that 
[ML-I 3 &I,, M,l/lM, = CM,-,I%-,) A M, A Ml, 
where [M,_, , Ml, Ml] is the complex defined in (2.3),. Hence 
RAM,-, P MI 9 ~J/W) = mK-,Y~*wk-,N c3 R*W,) QD fj*M-f,). 
In particular, &([M,_, , Ml, M,]/MJ has no nontrivial elements of odd degree. By 
examining the exact sequence of the pair ( [Mk _ i , Ml , M, 1, M& we can easily conclude that 
(6.3) &KM,- t 3 MI 9 MiXI = H*(MJ + (RAM,- I)/RAM~-z)) @ R*CMJ 8 R*(M,). 
Let us remark that we can write 
(6.4) H*(X,) = H*(X+ 1) + R*(X) @J ** * @ R*G), 
and the splitting of (6.4) can be chosen so that Q* takes one summand onto the corres- 
ponding one of (6.3). 
Similarly we can write 
(6.5) H&Y, 3 MJ = H&f,) + &M)!&W,-,I @&W,) 
and 
(6.6) HA?%- I 7 MJ) = HAM,) + %W,-- dI’RdMk-d @ &(M,YR,(M,), 
where [Mk, Ml] and [M,_, , M,] are the complexes defined in (2.1), and (2.2), , respectively. 
Moreover, the natural maps, & x i : xk + 1 3 [ itfk, M, ] and 7,. _ 1 x q2 : Xk + , -, [Mk _ 1 , M,], 
respect hese decompositions. 
Now observe that because X, is a subcomplex of M2, it follows that [M,_, , Ml, MJ 
is SUbCOmPleX Of [~kfk, Mj] and [Mk_, , MJ, and [M,, MI] n [M,_, , M2J = [M,_, , M,, 
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M,]. Moreover, &fk+l = [Mk, Ml] u [Mk_l, MI, M,] by definition, and all the spaces 
concerned are C W-c’omplexes. Hence, 
6.7 the triad @&+I ; P4, MA, Wk-+ Af,l> 
is proper. (For the notion of a proper triad, see 161.) 
Let us examine now the Mayer-Vietoris sequence [6] of the proper triad (I&+,; 
Wk, MI19 M-1 3 MA): 
...-+H*([MI,-l, A4 13 ‘w)~~*(C%, M,l) + H*(Ck-I 9 Md)~H*(IM,+,)+... 
We claim 
(6.8) y is a monomorpl~ism. 
Proof. Because of the decompositions in (6.3), (6.5), and (6.6), it suffices to prove the 
assertion when y is restricted to 
(~*(~,-,)I~*(%-2)) 0 R*(M,) @fl*(&). 
Suppose that 1, x,, and -‘c, are an additive basis for H,(M,). where M, is X. Note 
that deg x,,, = 2m and deg x,, = 2n. By the induction hypothesis, R,(LI~,~~)/R,(M,_,) 
has for a basis all commutative monomials in x, and x, of length (k - 1). We shall 
denote such a monomial by b], where y is a word in x,,, and x,. Choose an element x in 
R,(4 - t)Ifl,(M, - *!. Then 
(6.10) x = & ci&+~x,, 
I . 
where cijL is an integer, while lvi] is a commutative monomial in x, and x,. Assume that 
the terms of the sum in (6.10) are linearly independent. Suppose that y(x) = (hr*x, -hz*x), 
where h, and hz are the natural injections of [M,_, , Ml, Ml] in [I%&, Ml] and [Mk_t , MJ, 
respectively. Hence y(x) = 0 if and only if h,,(x) = 0 and hz*(x) = 0. Suppose b]XjXk is an 
arbitrary term in(6.10). Then - [Y]X,Xj appears in (6. IO), since h?*(x) = 0 in H,([M,_, , MJ). 
Therefore j # k, because the terms of (6.10) are linearly independent. Again, since 
hi,(x) = 0 in II* ([&I,, M,]), it follows that the sum (6.10) includes an element - [u’]XiXk 
with i # j and such that bxj] = [Y’Xi]. (This implies that there is a commutative monomial 
@“I in x,,, and _x~ such that y = [y”xJ and y’ = Iv”Xj]). But the permissible values of i, j 
and k are m and n only. Hence i = k, since j # k and i f j. Again this leads to a contradic- 
tion, as there would be no term in (6.10) to cancel [y’]XiXk in H,([M,_, , A-f,]). Q.E.D. 
We need to prove (6.2a), next. So consider the commutative diagram 
i* 
O-H*(Xk+l) -4 H*(&+I) + H*tXk+I) b H*(Xk+I) - 0 
t f ~*reIII**-t~~*r+ 
I 
I%@ 1 IIt- 
I 
@l@ 1 
’ 0 
O-~*wk.lF- H*KM,- 19 M,l) + H*(CM,, ~~,I~--+ y H*([M~_~, 1111, M,])-0. 
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The horizontal sequences are the Mayer-Vietoris sequences of the triads (X, , A’, , X,) and 
(M~+I 9 [Mk, Ml J, [Mk_-l , M&. Note that we can write 
(6.11) H*!M,+ 1) = H*(M,) -t R*(M,+ ,)IR*(J%), 
so that $+ r maps the first summand of (6.11) onto the full symmetric subspace of the fist 
summand of the decomposition 
(6.4)* HYX,. 1) = H*(X,) + R*(x) @I . . . 8 R*(x). 
((6.4)* is just the dual of (6.4)). Thus. in order to prove the assertion of (6.2a), it is enough 
to prove that $+ 1 takes the second term of (6.11) isomorphically onto the symmetric sub- 
space of w*(X) @I . . . @I R*(X). Consider, therefore, the decompositions 
(6.5)* H*(C&, M,l) = H*(M,) + (~*(W~~*M-,)) 43 R*W,), 
(6.6)* H*(CMk-I, M,J) = WM,) + (A*w,-,m*w,.-,N @ (~*w,~I~*wl~). 
These decompositions are dual to those of (6.5) and (6.6), respectively, and hence the 
homomorphisms r$ @I 1 and qz_r @I qz take the summands of (6.5)* and (6.6)* onto the 
corresponding summands of (6.4)*. Now take an element x in R*(X) @I . . . @I R*(X), and 
suppose that x is in the symmetric subspace. Then since j*(x) = (x, x), x is, in particular, 
symmetric in the first (k - I)-factors and the last two factors; hence it lies in the image of 
I$_ 1 @ qr. Similarly x is in im q: x 1. Hence there is an element x’ in H*(M,+,) such that 
$_ 1(x’) = x. 
Conversely, if x is in the image of q :+, , then,]*(x) = (x, x) implies that x is in the image 
of $ @ 1, and hence is symmetric in the first k factors; x is also in the image of $- 1 @I $ 
and hence is symmetric in the first (k - I)-factors and in the last two. This implies that 
x is symmetric in all factors and hence lies in the symmetric subspace of R*(X) @I . . . @ fl*( X). 
Q.E.D. 
$7. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.5) 
All homology groups in this section have integral coefficients. Suppose X is the special 
complex Szm v E2”, and let X2 be the two-fold reduced product of X. Then the canonical 
map t/2 of X x X into X2 induces an epimorphism 
Q2* : ff*w @ H*(X) + H*(X,?. 
We shall denote the image of x,,, x x, in HJ,U,) by x,x,, where x,,, and x, are the generators 
in dimensions 2nt and 2n, respectively. 
We need to prove first that (x,x,, - x.x,) is spherical if and only if X admits a homo- 
logy-commutative relation. By the remark preceding Theorem (3.5) it is enough to prove 
the sufficiency. So assume that M2(X) is a homology-commutative r lation on X. Let 
y : x2 -+ M2(X) 
be the natural imbeclding which comes with the relation. Since M2(X) is homology- 
commutative, it follows that 
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(1) y* is an isomorphism of Hk(X,) with N&f,(X)), for k I 2(m -t n) - 1, and 
(2) y* is au epimorphism, and ker y+ restricted to H,,,+,,(X,) is generated by the 
element (x&” - x,x& 
Consider now the homology exact sequence of the pair (iM,(X), X): 
*.*-4(&(X), X)~H,_,(X,)SH,-,(M,(~)~~~-~(~~(~, X)-+ *** 
It follows from (1) and (2) above, and from the fact that there are no nontrivial elements of 
odd-degree in either H,(A&(X)) or 8,(X,), that 
UM,(X), X,) = 
( 
0, when k I 2(mf n), and 
2, when k==2(m+n)+l. 
Moreover, a takes a generator of L&.+,,)+i(M2(X), X,) onto the element (x& - x,,x,,,), 
since y* is an epimorphism. Hence the relative Hurewicz isomorphism theorem implies 
that 
%(M*(X), X,) = 
0, when k s 2(m + n), and 
2, when k=2(m + n)+ 1. 
Denote the generator of 7r2(,,,+.) (M,(X), X2) by u. Then a(u) belongs to x2~,+,,(M2(X)) and 
is mapped by the Hurewicz homomorphism onto (x,x,, - x,xa. This proves the sufliciency 
and, hence, the first part of the theorem. 
To prove the second part, assume that M2(X) is a homology-commutative r lation on 
X. Arguing as above, we can find a map 
g:s 2(m+n)_+XZ, 
such that g* takes’s generator of H,(S 2(m+“)) onto (x,,,x” - x.x,,,) and the composite map 
y 0 g of S2tn+“) into M2(X) is homotopic to 0. Clearly the complex X2 ug Ezcm+“)+’ 
defines a homology-commutative r lation on X, and y extends to a map of relations (see 
(l-2)) 
7 :X2ugE Um+n)+ 14 M,(X). 
7 is easily seen to be a homotopy equivalence between the two relations. Q.E.D. 
9% PROOF OF THEOREM (3.7) 
Suppose X is the cell complex S2” u Ezn, with m < n. Denote the reduced product 
complex of X by X, as usual. Let t and r’ be the two elements of 4-‘(x,,,_x” - x,&J, where 
4 is the Hurewicz homomorphism of n2(,+,,(X2) into Hz(,,,4X2). Choose mappings 
g, g) of Po+*) into X2 which represent and t’. Then the complexes M2(X) = X2 ug 
E%a+*)+l and M;(x) = X2 ug, ,@m+n)+i are the homology-commutative r lations deter- 
mined by t and t’ according to Theorem (3.5). We need to prove that the associative H- 
complexes M(X) and M’(X) generated by X mod M,(X) and M;(X) are equivalent if and 
only if i,(t) = i&t’), where i is the natural injection of X2 into X,. 
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We shall prove a result from which the theorem can be easily deduced. Observe that 
i 0 g represents i*(t). Denote the suspended map of S’@‘+“)+r + S A A’ by s(i o g), and 
define B to be 
(S A X) U,(,.#) EZ(a+n)+2. 
Then the canonical imbedding of S A X in B induces a map h of X into rhe loopspace C&B. 
h clearly extends to a map of M2(x) in OB, and, according to Theorem (2.10) of $2, to a 
homomorphism 
h,: M(X)-,RB. 
We wish to prove that h, is a weak homotopy equivalence. In order to do this, we recall 
that by [4] there is a principal quasi-fibration 
@(j%Q), P, B(M(X))), 
for M(X), where the total space E(M(x)) is acyclic and p is the projection of E(M(x)) 
onto the base space. Moreover, the homomorphism h, of M(X) into RB induces a map 
/i, : B(M(Xj)--, B. 
Clearly it is enough to show that 
(8.1) A, is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Proof: We shall compare the cohomology algebras of the spaces concerned. Theorem 
(3.4) implies that the Pontryagin algebra H&U(x) ; 2) is isomorphic to the polynomial 
algebra P[x,,, , x.1. Then, by a standard argument (see, for example, [I 1]), the cohomology 
algebra H*(B(M(X)) ; Z) is isomorphic to the exterior algebra ELY,,,+~ , yR+ J, where ym+ 1 
and Y,,+ r are of degree 2.nr + 1 and 2n + 1, respectively; moreover, the restrictions of Y,,, 
and Y,,+r are the suspensions of x,,, and x,, in H*(S v X ; Z). (Note that by the construction 
ofB(M(X)) givenin [4], 5’ A Xliesin B(M(x)).) Moreover, S A Xlies in Band H”“+‘(B ;Z) 
and HZ”+‘@ ; Z) are generated by elements y:+ r and y:,* whose restrictions are the 
suspensions of x,,, and x, in N*(S A X) and which are taken by I;*, onto Y,,,+r and Yn+r. - 
Hence 
. . . 
which imphes that y:+ 1 *y:+ 1 generates H2(“+“)+2(B ; Z), since otherwise y,,,+r .Y,+, 
would be divisible in H2’m+“)+2(B(M(X)) ; Z). This proves (8.1). 
It is easy to deduce Theorem (3.7) from (8.1). 
@9. PROOF OF THEOREM (3.8) 
Consider the complex S2” v E2”, and assume that n I 2m. Suppose that Q is an associ- 
ative H-space generated by X in the sense of Definition (3.2) of $3. Letfbe the generatiug 
map (f is a map of X into S2). It extends naturally to a map f2 of X2 into J2 such that 
X2(X? Y) =f(x)fO* 
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The proof proceeds similarly to that of Theorem (3.5). We consider the homology 
exact sequence of the pair (Q, X,) (for the purposes of homotopy theory one can assume 
thatfi is an imbedding of A’, into Q), 
f2r 
. ..+H& X,) &_,(X,) -H~_@)+Hk_,(n, X,)+... 
where the homology groups are the singular ones with integral coefficients. Since fi* is an 
isomorphism in the dimensions less than or equal to 2(m + n) - 1, it follows that H,(f2, X,) 
vanishes when k I 2(m -I- n) - 1. Hence, by the relative Hurewicz isomorphism theorem, 
(9.1) n,(R, X,) = 0, when k s 2(m i- n) - 1, and the Hurewicz homorphism is an iso- 
morphism in dimension 2(m + n) and an epimorphism in dimension 2(m + n) + 1. 
Since kerf,, is generated by the element (x,,,x” - x,,x~), we see that there is an element 
u in HZcm+.f+l(S& A-,) such that a(u) = (x,,,x” - xnx,,J. By (9.1), u is in the image of the 
Hurewicz homomorphism. Hence (x~. - x.x,) is spherical. Thus there is a map, 
g:s 2(m+n),+X2, 
such that 
(i) f2 o g is homotopic to 0, and 
(ii) g,(u’) = (x,,,x,, - x,xJ, where u’ is a generator of H2~m+n~(S2(m+n)). 
Define M,(X) to be the cell complex X2 u E2(m+n)+1, where the cell E2(m+n)+1 is 
attached to X, by means of the map g. It is clear that M2(X) is a homology-commutative 
relation on X. Note that the map f2 of X2 in extends to a map 
hz : M2(X)+R, 
becausef2 0 g is homotopic to 0. Also h2 extends the given generating mapf. By Theorem 
(2.9) of $2, h, extends to a homomorphism h of M(X), the H-complex generated by 
Xmod M,(X) in the sense of 93. Theorem (3.4) implies that the Pontryagin algebra 
H,(M(x)) is a polynomial algebra on the module H*(x). Since h is a homomorphism of 
H-spaces, the induced homomorphism h, is a homomorphism of algebras. But it maps 
the generators of H,(M(X)) onto the generators of H,(R), since h extends J This implies 
that h, is an isomorphism. Hence h is a weak homotopy equivalence, which is what is to be 
proved. 
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